Creating a HTML mockup based on your “Style Tile”

In our last assignment we created a “Style Tile” for a client. Once your “Style Tile” has been reviewed and approved, the client now wants you to implement your concept into a functional “mockup “website containing several example pages. You are not required to create an entire fully functioning website.

Requirements:

- Redesign a new Website based on your “Style Tile” concept
- Must encode using HTML5 and create only one webpage
- Must create an a9 directory and save all files inside this directory
- Use HTML5 semantic tags, div style layout, etc
- Use content from the existing website, url’s, and fb pages
- Must look professional and apply design principles
For this assignment we will be creating a HTML and CSS “mockup” based on the “Style Tile” concept created in A8. The “mockup” needs to be an actual website with several example content pages. The idea is to use your initial concept created in the style tile as the guideline for the design of our mockup website.

Required, before creating your mockup you must review the comments made by the client (the Instructor). If you didn’t receive any comments please email the Instructor with a link to your “Style Tile” and ask for feedback before continuing.

The purpose of this assignment will be to focus on the “design” aspect of creating the new website for a client. The Instructor will continue to act as the client for this assignment. All questions, drafts, will be submitted to the Instructor for review.

Mockup definition:
For this assignment we will define a “mockup” as an HTML/CSS website containing several sample content sections or sample pages. It will not be fully functional in the sense we are not required to recreate the entire existing website or all the propose content sections.

According to wikipedia, in general a mockup is also explained as this…
“common use (of mockups) …is to create user interfaces that show the end user what the software will look like …semi functional user interfaces. …used for teaching, demonstration, design evaluation, promotion, and other purposes. A mockup is a prototype if it provides at least part of the functionality of a system and enables testing of a design. Mock-ups are used by designers mainly to acquire feedback from users.”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mockup
When creating the HTML “mockup” please use content available through various website links

*Remember you are only doing one of the following clients*

**18b**

http://www.18b.org/
https://www.facebook.com/TheLasVegasArtsDistrict

or (remember you only need to pick one of these two clients)

**Downtown Spaces**

http://www.dtspaces.com/
https://www.facebook.com/DowntownSpacesDTS
HTML5 semantic tags and the use of a outer div container for the layout. The section tags used below are optional but may help in organizing the main content into sections especially if your website is only one page.

```html
<div class="container">
  <header>
  </header>
  <nav>
  </nav>
  <article>
    <section>
      one section of content goes here
    </section>
    <section>
      another section of content goes here
    </section>
  </article>
  <footer>
  </footer>
</div>
```

Required, create a block style for header, article, nav, footer. Create a style for the HTML5 semantic tags so they act like block elements in older browsers.

```css
header, nav, article, footer {
  display: block;
}
```
Recommended, embed a visual map somewhere on your website. You can use any visual map tool like google maps. Address is:

6375 West Charleston Boulevard Las Vegas, NV 89146

Type address in google maps and then click on link and then copy the embed code.